Art: 20th century
modernists displayed at
Susquehanna Art
Museum
During the early to mid-20th century, artists witnessed, documented,
and even participated in two devastating world wars. The aftermath of
the collective trauma the world experienced changed the trajectory of
creative culture forever.
As a result, artists rejected the realism favored by their predecessors
and experimented with new subjects, techniques, and media to portray
the world as they saw it. This half-century movement that evolved
from realism and moved toward abstraction came to be known as
Modernism.
The Susquehanna Art Museum’s current exhibition “The Modernists:
Witnesses to the 20th Century” illustrates the development of the
aesthetic that resulted as artists broke from long-standing artistic
traditions.
Featured works of art by world-renowned artists such as Marc Chagall,
Man Ray, Gustav Klimt, N.C. Wyeth and Milton Avery were drawn
from museum and private collections across the United States and
curated by the Susquehanna Art Museum for this unprecedented
exhibition.

Within this one gallery, one can feast on the stylistic cornucopia that
encompasses the 20th century. Many techniques and artistic trends
can be found within the walls that resulted as a reaction to the
conventions of both art and society.
In a period that encompassed both world wars, several pieces are
direct reactions to those wars. Julius Bloch’s “War” is a lithograph by
an artist who served in World War I. This haunting image of a peasant
woman and her child captures the horror of war by simply illustrating
her traumatized expression.
Käthe Kollwitz’s “Woman and Death” similarly captures the emotional
toll of war in her etching of a woman grasped by a specter of death as a
young child reaches for her. Since the artist lost her son in combat, she
is able to impart the pain and suffering upon those left behind.
Other artists reacted to the changing times by rebelling against artistic
norms. The conventional notions of realistic representations gave way
to new ways of portraying reality. Egon Schiele’s “Kneeling Woman
Semi Nude” and “Self-Portraits” are perfect examples of an artist who
was more interested in abstracting the natural proportions of the
human figure to achieve more emotive and erotic compositions, rather
than reflecting conventional portraiture in his collotype prints.
The movement toward Expressionism was also seen in sculpture. Luis
Jiménez’s “TV,” a fiberglass sculpture of a television with a human
face, was inspired by the avant-garde style typified by the Modernist
period. He embraced the tradition of abstracting the human form in
his sculptures, stylizing them with references to historic Olmec heads,
murals by Diego Rivera, and Aztec serpents.
Also on display is Henry Moore’s “Reclining Nude,” a maquette, or
small model, in bronze for one of his most significant sculptures, the

large “Reclining Figure: Festival,” commissioned for the Festival of
Britain held in 1951. He describes, “The Festival Reclining Figure is
perhaps my first sculpture where the space and form are completely
dependent on and inseparable from each other ... I wanted my
sculpture to be truly three-dimensional. In my earliest use of holes in
sculpture, the holes were features in themselves. Now the space and
the form are so naturally fused that they are one.”
Abstract artwork relied upon the most essential elements of art-color,
line, shape, and form, to convey emotion, as evidenced by “Reclining
Nude.”
This was also accomplished in non-representational artwork. Alma
Thomas’s “Blue Abstraction” is a work with non-representational color
patterns. Non-representational art does not begin with a known
subject, instead is a composition purely from the artist’s mind.
Thomas’ work is characterized by broad areas of vibrant color. Many
of her compositions were inspired by her observations of the changing
patterns of sunlight in her garden.
The work on exhibit by of the Modernists of the 20th century
demonstrates the abundance of ideas that emerged in the era. The
departure from realism allowed inspiration to flow purely from the
mind of the creative, moving from representing reality to using the
elements of art to experiment with new artistic methods and
approaches in ways that continues even now and will continue to
persist into the future, making it one of the most important points in
art history.
This exhibit offers an outstanding opportunity to immerse oneself in
this moment, whether as an introduction to Modernism for the novice
or a deeper dive into this period of explosive creativity.

“The Modernists: Witnesses to the 20th Century” is on view through
Jan. 17, 2021. The Susquehanna Art Museum is open to the public
from 10-5 on Tuesdays, 10-7 on Wednesdays, 10-5 on Thursdays
through Saturdays, and from 12-5 on Sundays. Susquehanna Art
Museum is located at 1401 N. 3rd St., Harrisburg. Free parking is
available to museum visitors in the lot behind the Museum at Calder
and James Streets.

